What would be the cost to the Council to purchase the bins, have them installed and have them emptied? >>> If you look at the bins on www.glasdonlitterbins.com you will see the options, this is the supplier we use so we can order your preference if not in our stock. Fixing posts or concrete base is normally £50 per unit. On-going additional cost of £1 per week to empty the new bin as one bin is already being emptied by us.

Is the existing bin emptied by Norse at the moment? >>> Yes

Do you think there is a need for two extra bins in this area? Is there a particular issue with littering here? >>> This was a request from your Councillors during our walk around, I’m not aware of any particular litter issue. If I recall correctly one bin is to replace a wheelie bin that was put in place when an old bin was set alight the other is a new bin at an entrance point that does not currently have one.